
T A R G E T  S M A L L  B O R E

T H E  F U T U R E  I S  I N  T H E  S M A L L  T H I N G S . 
The new stock of the Target SB is also made of structural T1000 carbon, which

is the first stock in the world in carbon fiber with non-homogeneous zones.

In order to guarantee different functions, in different areas. Even in .22 LR caliber.



Destination use 
Sporting by bipod

Caliber / Twist rate 
.22 L.R. (1/16)
.22 L.R. (1/7) Ideal for ammunition reloaded with solid bullets
.22 L.R. (1/10) Ideal for ammunition reloaded with solid bullets

Barrel length 
24’’
24’’ with a threaded muzzle
27’’
27’’ with a threaded muzzle

Weight 
5,37 kg (11.84 lb) with barrel length 24’’ and no scope
5,38 kg (11.86 lb) with barrel length 24’’, muzzle thread protector 
and no scope
5,67 kg (12.50 lb) with barrel length 27’’ and no scope
5,68 kg (12.52 lb) with barrel length 27’’, muzzle thread protector 
and no scope

Dimension 
Closed overall length: 1093 mm (43.03”)
Open overall length: 1133 mm (44.60”)
With barrel length 24”

Closed overall length: 1169 mm (46.02”)
Open overall length: 1209 mm (47.59”)
With barrel length 27”

Base rifle 
Barrel in special steel, muzzle at 1”
Stock made of a special T1000 carbon fiber, equipped with a rib that 
enhances its rigidity and reduces the normal torsion when shooting
Cutting-edge rear slider inclined at 3 degrees in length to offer the 
shooter the best comfort
Integrated rubber buttpad with horizontal and vertical button 
adjustments
Carbon fiber adjustable cheek-piece
Anschutz-type rail in light alloy for mounting a bipod
Muzzle thread protector (where provided)
Anima® system, stock with a monolithic bedding in light alloy
Single-shot action in AISI 630 worked out from billet with a 20 MoA 
removable rail in light alloy
Bolt with two asymmetric rear lugs arranged at an angle of 60-de-
gree lift, with a quick disassembly system, a double extractor and 
an ergonomic interchangeable bolt lever
PVD finish on the action and on the bolt
Victrix Sporting V adjustable single stage trigger: standard setting 
approx. 40 gr (1.41 oz)
Heavy-duty reinforced transport case
User manual and welcome kit

Stock colour 
Visible carbon fiber

In case of discrepancy between the data contained in the technical specification
and what is visible from the photos, the information reported in the data sheet 
published on the official website shall prevail.
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